The Prediction and Personalisation Cloud
Socialised behavioural understanding and prediction products
Better for customers | Better for business

Personalisation Products

Arvoia’s Personalisation Products

30%

If you don’t have a business model that is 100% centered around a
personalised view of the customer you are going to lose to those who do.
Most companies struggle to gain a deep behavioural understanding of their
customers and continue to spend highly inefficient marketing dollars with
companies who do, such as Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple and
Microsoft in an attempt to attract relevant customers and build effective
product propositions. This perverse diminishing returns economic model is
poorly challenged - until now!

avg increase
in revenue

10:1

Return on Investment

Arvoia enable our clients to gain deep direct customer understanding,
deploy a raft of prediction and personalisation products whilst slashing their
marketing spend with search engines and social platforms.

2 billion +

Independent Data
Points

Personalised
Search
Tailor the products shown on the search results
page, for each individual visitor, so they will find
the right product to suit their specific needs
quickly and easily

Personalised
Recommendations
Individualise product and content recommendations
across multiple stages of the customer on-site
journey

Personalised
UX (user Experience)
Give each visitor a unique on-site experience by
tailoring not just what the customer sees, but also
how they see it, to suit their specific needs and
preferences

Personalised
Content
Expansion of your existing product content using
our pre-built connectors & the delivery of real
time, in location offers, through our range of
Personalisation products

Arvoia’s Personalisation Product Groups
Personalised
Search

Personalised
Recommendations

Device Optimised Search

Product Recommender

Personalised

Personalised
Content

Homepage Experience

Car Rental Services

UX (user Experience)

Channel Optimised Search

Insurance Recommender

Search Experience

Transfers Services

Market Optimised Search

Ancillary Recommender

Add On Experience

Shared Mobility Services

Dynamic Engine Experience

Location Services

Seasonality Optimised Search

Product Bundle Recommender

Who we work with:

Personalised Search
Device Optimised Search

Channel Optimised Search

Market Optimised Search

Seasonality Optimised Search

Personalised Search: Tailor the products shown
on the search results page, for each individual
visitor, so they will find the right product to suit
their specific needs quickly and easily

Device Optimised Search
Personalise your visitors search results based on their device
(desktop / mobile / app) and their specific requirements
Channel Optimised Search
Maximise your ROI from marketing spends (PPC, meta, organic, social) by providing a
unique customer experience based on channel
Market Optimised Search
Powers every search based on source and destination market criteria to optimize
personalised results
Seasonality Optimised Search
Understands peak demand periods (Christmas, Easter, Ramadan) during the year to account for
visitor demand & behaviors and optimizes for these
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Personalised Recommendations
Product Recommender

Insurance Recommender

Ancillary Recommender

Product Bundle Recommender

Personalised Recommendations: Individualise
product and content recommendations across
multiple stages of the customer on-site journey

Product Recommender
Maximises cross sell and upsell of your products anywhere on your website (and across all your touchpoints)
with recommendations based on individual visitor requirements
Insurance Recommender
Generate additional revenue from insurance, by offering the correct insurance product
based on visitor preferences
Ancillary Recommender
Drive upsell of ancillaries based on individual customer needs
Product Bundle Recommender
Improve customer experience by implementing dynamic packaging of your products to drive
revenue and ancillary sales
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Personalised UX (User Experience)
Homepage Experience

Homepage Experience
Personalise the UX for the home page based on individual customer needs

Search Experience

Search Experience
Optimise the UX for the Search results page (e.g. include / exclude carousel, filter placement)

Add On Experience

Add on Experience
Personalise the placement of ancillaries, within the visitor journey, based on visitors’ specific needs, (e.g show
related ancillaries / winter packages / price of ancillaries per day vs. total price)

Dynamic Engine Experience

Personalised UX: Give each visitor a unique onsite experience by tailoring not just what the
customer sees, but also how they see it, to suit
their specific needs and preferences

Dynamic Engine Experience
Personalise the full booking engine from search through to booking and email marketing, based on
individual customer needs
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Personalised Content
Car Rental Services

Transfers Services

Car Rental Services
Expand your car rental content by plugging in additional car rental brands, seamlessly blended and delivered
through a suite of Personalised solutions
Transfers Services
Expand your mobility offerings through one or multiple sources of transfer content from airport transfers & point
to point providers, delivered through our Personalised solutions

Shared Mobility Services

Location Services

Personalised Content: Expansion of your car
rental and mobility content; provide solutions for
shared mobility and deliver real time in location
offers, through our range of
Personalisation products

Shared Mobility Services
Offering prebuilt ride share solutions to match passengers to drivers, underpinned by our advanced AI and
Personalisation technology
Location Services
Location based services offering real time Personalised recommendations and offers based from your partner
network to drive engagement & revenue
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